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1. What did you enjoy about the assembly?
The whole production was excellent. My child had more speaking lines than any
previous assembly/play which made it even more enjoyable as their parents!
I thoroughly enjoyed the assembly. All the children played a part.
We enjoyed seeing all the children take part actively in the story telling. It was lovely to
see the impromptu singing at the end too.
I enjoyed how enthused and engaged the kids were with the singing and lines. It was a
great mixture of singing and acting.
Wonderful – we will make sure we don’t miss another.
We enjoyed seeing what the children had been learning about Chinese New Year. It was
good seeing how all the children supported each other.
How confident all the children were. The piano playing and singing at the end.
The performance showed the practice and team work the class has been involved in.
Covering so much content was impressive.
2. What did you enjoy about your visit to Immaculate Heart of Mary Catholic Primary
School this morning?
Yes the school is always very welcoming.
Seeing how the children have developed over the years.
Everyone was very polite as always. There seems to be much more room with the new
layout of the hall and stage.
It was very well organised and easy to get into the building to the hall.
Nice to see our child in assembly.
It was lovely seeing the displays of work within the school. It was also lovely seeing how
well behaved the children were.
I enjoyed watching all the children perform and to see the hard work they had done.
Again seeing my child and classmates perform is really enjoyable to see. Great to see
them improving.
3. Is there anything you think could be improved with regard to assemblies and
school celebrations?
The way the chairs were set out made it difficult for parents with prams.
No. You can see the hard work paying off when watching them confidently performing.
No they are always so well put together.
Nothing I can think of.
I didn’t like how there was reserved seating on the front row when I got there early.
There was pieces of paper saying ‘reserved AC’.
Maybe look at one less row of seats for the audience so there is slightly more room.
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